Bury 2030
“We aim to become the first post-industrial area to grow more quickly
than the national average, but economic growth is only valuable if it
helps people to grow. We must create not just full employment but
also fully meaningful employment, with the genuine prospect of
progress and promotion. Bury cannot be happy without growth that
extends to all six towns and to all the people in them. This is an
enterprise in partnership between the politicians, the professionals, the
representatives of community, faith and voluntary organisations
and - most importantly - the people of Bury”

Bury at the heart of the Northern Powerhouse
and national productivity priorities: overview
• The Bury Strategy - a ten year plan for Bury people, place, innovation,
infrastructure and business development which will contribute to NPH and
GM Local Industrial Strategy.
• Our priorities for town centres and infrastructure for economic growth.
• Our priorities for turning round neighbourhood deprivation, closing gaps in
healthy life expectancy, reducing in- work poverty and improving education
and skills. What a Troubled Families way of working looks like when scaled
up and mainstreamed.

• Bury’s culture of enterprise, ideas and creativity
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Strategic Plan to drive productivity & re-balance investment

10 year strategy for reform
Health Equalities; Education Improvement; in-work poverty minimal; carbon neutral; communities re-engaged
Happy People

Thriving Places

Community:
• Capacity
• Aspiration

Carbon neutral:
• Leadership
• Activity

Neighbourhood
Delivery
• Adults’ early help
• Health & Care
INTS

Strategic
Development:
• Town Centres
• Housing
• Business
• Health & care.

Creative Ideas
Culture:
• Arts
• Heritage
• Physical activity
• communities
Wellbeing:
• Community
development
• academia

Enabling
Infrastructure
Digital
• 5G/Full fibre

Transport
• Metrolink
expansion
• Highways
• GM Reform
Other
• GM infrastructure
Strategy
• Housing

Enterprising
Business
Inclusive business
Growth
• Sites for growth
Education & Skills
• School improvement
• College STEM
Centre
• University campus
• Apprentice strategy

Our Vision: Bury to stand out as one of the first post industrial northern districts to achieve higher
than national average levels of economic growth and lower than national deprivation

Bury 2030 Proposed Governance
Refreshing Team Bury

Neighbourhood /
Community voice

Community
-led

Co-design /
delivery

Public Service
Leaders’ Network

Leadership &
accountability

Community
Leaders’ Network

Statutory Boards eg CSP

Strategy
Board

Outcomes
• Clear economic strategy for Bury to stand out as one of the first post
industrial northern districts to achieve higher than national average
levels of economic growth and lower than national deprivation
• Communities re-engaged with a sense of pride & belonging
• National reputation for high standards of education and skills
regained
• Gaps in healthy life expectancy closed
• In-work poverty diminished
• Carbon neutral by 2030
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